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Chief Justice Tahzib, General Secretary of DLP and President of SC, attends an important meeting and discussion at Kunduz.
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Dr. Ratebadd on his visit to India

British MPs
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Five years of creative works

Save water on planet for people
People solidarise with glorious revolution

Soviet intentions for 1981

Afghan Film activities expanding: planning to build a new studio
BRASILIA, Jan. 10 - According to local reports at least 270 people were killed in a stamping disaster which occurred near the north Afghan town of Mazar-e-Sharif. The disaster occurred on Saturday and bad weather and the ship’s technical shortcoming were thought to have caused the calamity at the mouth of the Amullos River.

The British parliamentary delegation to Kabul last week (including�The British Maj. General Sir James Innes-Ker, the senior British diplomat to Afghanistan, and the Afghan National Security Director Dr. Mohammad Qasim Fahim) made an official visit to the Ministry of Defence, Security and Cooperation of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan.

R.D. Sathe leaves for home

KABUL, Jan. 10, The Indian ambassador to Afghanistan R.D. Sathe leaves for home today.

Large rebel groups crushed, punished

KABUL, Jan. 10, The anti-communist rebels of the National Front of Afghanistan have been crushed and punished.

Singing first, than talking

KABUL, Jan. 10, The Soviet Union, the United States, the United Kingdom and China, the four main powers in the international community, have expressed their readiness to support the Afghan people in their struggle against the Soviet occupation.

Dr. Rabbani and Dr. Tajik, speaking at the inaugural ceremony of the preliminary course at the University of Kabul (Photo: Reuters)